
P h y s i c s                            name __________________________________ period  ____

Inv-7 Expan Part VI  ∑F = ma & angles                                 sheet # ____ 
Show your work on the problems       box in answers        No  Naked  Numbers !    
1.)  A rocket ( 350 kg)  has a propulsion force of 3900. N. What will be its acceleration off the launching pad?

2a.) A 500. kg rocket has a propulsion force of 8000. N. It has enough fuel to keep this propulsion for 15 sec off the 
launching pad. At this point the rockets shut off. How far off the launching pad will the rocket be when the engines 
shut down?

2b.) What will be the rocket’s upward velocity at the time the engines shut down? 

2c.) What will be the maximum altitude the rocket will achieve?
Hint: Add what you found from 2a to the free fall part you calculate here:

2d.) What will be the rocket’s total time of flight? 
Hint: Add what was given in 2a to the free fall time you calculate here:

2e.) EXTRA CREDIT: Draw the triplet graph (y vs. t;  vy vs. t;  ay vs. t) representing the rocket’s vertical motion. 

3.) A moving man slides a 700. N box across a wooden floor. The contact between the box and the floor causes a 
frictional force of 200. N. How hard does the man have to push on the box in the horizontal direction to give it an 
acceleration of 1.2 m/s2? 



4a.) A little girl pulls on a 10 kg wagon with a force of 60 N. The wagon handle she is pulling on is at an angle of 30° to 
the horizontal. What is Fx? 

4b.) What is the acceleration of the wagon?

4c.) What is the normal force on the wagon? 

5a.)  Eskimo Joe is dragging a sled full of supplies across the snow. The sled along with supplies has a combined 
weight of 1800 N. The sled / snow contact produces a frictional force of 400 N. Joe is pulling with a force of 750 N on a 
rope attached to the sled at an angle of 20° with the horizontal.  What is Joe and the sleds acceleration?

5b.) Say Joe can only keep this up for 12 seconds. How far will he go in those 12 seconds?

5c.) What will be his velocity at the end of this 12 seconds?

5d.) If Joe then reduces his force to 425.671109 N and keeps the rope at the same angle. Now what is the sled’s and 
Joe’s acceleration?

5e.) If he keeps this new force for 15 seconds, how far will he and the sled continue on from the point at which he 
reduced his force?

Answers:  1) 1.33m/s2     2a) 698m     2b) 93m/s     2c) 1139m     2d) 15 + 24.7 = 39.7sec     2e) YD (attach graph)       3) 290N 
                     4a) 52N       4b) 5.2m/s2      4c) 68N      5a) 1.7m/s2      5b) 120m      5c) 20.0m/s      5d) 0m/s2       5e) 300m 


